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My Home Blinds Is An
Expert In Safeguarding
Customers' Privacy
From External Factors.

Who We Are Brand Story





BRAND
STORY

Founded in 2019, My Home Blinds was born from a passion for introducing
Korea’s renowned quality fabrics & handcrafting expertise to Canada, a nation 
known for its textile heritage.
With a dedication to elevated skills and customer satisfaction, we have earned 
an outstanding reputation within the Greater Toronto Area (GTA). Our ethos at 
My Home Blinds is centered around customer-rentricity, streamlining their
experience through personalized consultations, minimizing time and effort, 
and aiding in the selection of products that harmonize with interiors and 
optimize space utilization. We also alleviate customer burdens through 
installation and post-care management.
As we look ahead, our benchmark for product and service excellence 
remains our ongoing vision, ensuring we provide our customers with the 
finest window treatment experiences. 

Who We Are Brand Story





OUR MISSION IS
TO PROVIDE
LONG-LASTING VALUES
RELATED TO
HOME AND PRIVACY
AT REASONABLE PRICES.

Who We Are Mission





VISION

Build the best teamwork for the development within the
team members.

Provide consistent services regardless of the customer’s
current circumstances.

Offer valuable experiences through our service and products.

Work with utmost passion for the benefit of our customers.

Who We Are Vision
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WHAT WE DO



EXPERTS

Consultation
Book a free consultation around your busy 
schedule with one of our design consultants, 
and we’ll work together to make sure your 
vision becomes a reality.

1

Personalized Solutions
Our design consultants bring the entire show-
room to your home, so you can shop for our 
products in the comfort of your living room. It 
couldn’t be more convenient!

2

What We Do Experts



Fabrication
We know that you’re excited to get your 
custom window coverings, and we are too! 
Our lead time is about two weeks, so we’ll keep 
you updated as soon as they’re ready.

3

Installation
Our installers are the best in the business. 
Which means you don’t have to worry about 
finding a contractor or making sure your 
window treatments are installed properly.
We do it all for you—All you need to do is sit 
back and enjoy your new window treatments!

4

After Care
Our commitment doesn’t end at purchase. 
We provide exceptional post-purchase care to 
enhance your ownership experience. From 
troubleshooting to maximizing value, we’re 
here for you.

+



BENEFITS FOR
DESIGNERS &
BUSINESSES

Qualified product handcrafted from South Korea.

From consultation to installation, we do it all for you.

Various options for products, fabrics, controllers,

and perfect aftercare service.

What We Do Benefits For Designers & Businesses



For Designers
If you're a designer working alone or 
in a small group, managing every 
aspect of interior design can be 
challenging. My Home Blinds takes 
care of everything, from consultation 
to installation and even aftercare. 
Focus on your work by entrusting 
product ordering and installation to 
your reliable partner, My Home 
Blinds.

For Business
We can offer perfect blinds, 
shades, and draperies tailored 
specifically for your projects. 
Our products, handcrafted in 
South Korea, boast fine quality 
and a variety of options.
Become a partner with My 
Home Blinds and make your 
work easier!



WHAT WE HAVE



CONTROLLER
TYPE

Manual controller
Control your window with a wand.
Good for all types of windows.

Wand

Pull-Down Mechanism Safe and easy to use 
as just pulling down by hand.

Cordless

What We Have Control Type



Control the blinds with Google Home or Alexa.
Set up a timer or scenes. 
Control with your phone even outside.

Smart Hub

Control up to 15 blinds with one remote.
Set a favourite setting to mimimize the work.
Best for all windows. 

Remote



We know that manually opening and closing each window blind in your home 
can be time-consuming and inconvenient. But with motorization, operating your 
blind is quick and easy.
Use remote control within your home or operate remotely with your smart 
device.
The Wifi Hub connects smart devices to your window blinds motors so you can 
use platforms like the App, Google Home, Amazon Alexa, Siri and more.  With 
the app, you’ll be able to control the blinds by room, set up timers and daily 
schedules which is great for energy saving and your home looks occupied even 
when you’re not home!

HOME
AUTOMATION
Sometimes The Little Things Are The Big Things,

And Motors Make Life Easier.

What We Have Control Type



Voice Commands
You can easily control the blinds by using your smartphone,
AI speaker, or any compatible smart devices.

Time-Based Scheduling
You can set up blinds to automatically
open and close based on your daily routine.

Remote

Voice Control

Phone Control

Home Automation

00



MAKE YOUR
LIFE EASIER

Convenience & Easy Access to all the Blinds

Child & Pet Friendly

Enhanced Privacy and Security

Energy Efficient

Improved Ambiance and Comfort

Integration with other Smart Home Systems

Benefits of Smart Home

What We Have control Type



BLIND TYPES

ZEBRA
BLINDS

ROLLER
SHADES

What We Have Blind Type



SILHOUETTE
SHADES

SOLAR
SHADES



Zebra shades combine the functionality of roller 
shades with the unique design of zebra blinds. They 
feature alternating sheer and opaque fabric stripes 
that can be aligned to achieve various levels of light 
diffusion and privacy, providing a modern and stylish 
window covering solution that offers both versatility 
and aesthetic appeal.

ZEBRA
BLINDS

What We Have Blind Type



Finn 6 _ Pure White

Largo _ Beige



Largo is the most popular and exclusive fabric in North America, 
available only through us. Its reflective and shimmery texture 
adds modernness to any space and includes lines for privacy 
and light even when the blind is open.

LARGO
Room Darkening

Pure White

Beige

Off White

Ivory

Silver

Charcoal

What We Have Blind Type Zebra Blinds



CHARCOAL



Nuovo serves as the blackout version of Halong Bay, boasting wide 
vane lines that create an outwardly expansive visual effect. It truly 
shines when used to accentuate large, wide windows, captivating 
the viewer’s attention. With its increased overlap, this fabric excels 
at blocking out light, ensuring optimal darkness in the space.

NUOVO
Room Darkening

Graphite

Pure White Brich Silver Grey

Willow Acorn

What We Have Blind Type Zebra Blinds



PURE WHITE



With its shimmering texture, Eclipse Mu, the latest fabric 
from the blackout series, brings a touch of allure to interior 
decor as it gleams when bathed in light. This luminous effect 
adds a hint of glamour and sophistication, elevating the 
ambiance of any space and infusing it with an enchanting 
visual appeal.

ECLIPSE MU
Room Darkening

Cement

Lemonade Light Beige

Cloud

What We Have Blind Type Zebra Blinds



LIGHT BEIGE



Eclipse fabrics block about 80% of light, ideal for spaces 
where complete light blocking is not necessary. Matte 
colours are great to match with Finn 6 fabrics.

ECLIPSE
Room Darkening

Black

Snow Pure White Ivory

Silver Shark

What We Have Blind Type Zebra Blinds



PURE WHITE



ABS, a distinguished fabric from our premium collection, showcases 
a sophisticated allure with its textured surface and shimmering 
finish, elevating the interior with a luxurious and opulent aesthetic 
that exudes elegance and refinement.

ABS
70% Light Filtering

SilverWhite Ivory

What We Have Blind Type Zebra Blinds



IVORY



Finn 6, an exquisitely elegant fabric, combines layers of 
organza within its composition, imparting a delicate blur 
effect that shields the interior from prying eyes, while its 
shimmering finish adds a captivating touch to any space.

FINN 6
70% Light Filtering

Pure White White

Stainless Silver Grey Shark

What We Have Blind Type Zebra Blinds



STAINLESS



With its inviting wood grain pattern that creates a warm and 
cozy ambiance, Wood fabric is not only visually appealing but 
also functional, allowing for unobstructed views of the outdoors, 
making it ideal for observing children at play or simply relishing 
scenic vistas, while its exceptional strength and durability make 
it a popular choice for rental properties.

WOOD
70% Light Filtering

Green

Pure White White Ivory

Grey Cherry

What We Have Blind Type Zebra Blinds



GREEN



Halong Bay, designed to enhance natural lighting, features 
alternating panels of wide stripe translucent and wide 
fabric, providing a balance of privacy and light diffusion, 
resulting in a stunning visual effect that complements large, 
expansive windows and adds a captivating element to any 
interior space.

HALONG BAY
70% Light Blocking

Charcoal

White Ivory Brich

Willow Reed

What We Have Blind Type Zebra Blinds



REED



Montpellier is the most cost-effective, 60% light coverage 
for a soft infusion of sunlight, water-repellent vinyl coating, 
perfect for bathrooms and kitchens where style meets 
functionality.

MONTPELLIER
60% Light Blocking

Caramel

White Ivory

Peach Grey

What We Have Blind Type Zebra Blinds



CARAMEL



Roller shades are simple and versatile 
window coverings consisting of a 
single piece of fabric that rolls up and 
down using a roller mechanism. They 
offer effective light control, privacy, 
and a sleek, minimalist design, 
making them a popular choice for 
both residential and commercial 
spaces.

ROLLER
SHADES

What We Have Blind Type



Eclipse 8 _  Pure White

Blossom _ Grey



The blackout roller shade, with its fabric that provides a cozy cottonlike 
texture, not only ensures complete light blockage but also adds a 
comforting touch to the interior, making it an excellent choice for
creating a serene and peaceful atmosphere in any room.

BLOSSOM
Blackout

GreyPure White Light Grey

What We Have Blind Type Roller Shades



LIGHT GREY



Noble, crafted from vinyl material, not only offers easy maintenance 
and durability but also excels in its ability to block the maximum 
amount of light among all blackout fabrics, making it an ideal choice 
for interior spaces that require complete darkness.

NOBLE
Blackout

Black

White Milk

Light GreyGreen Khaki

Pink

What We Have Blind Type Roller Shades



PINK



This timeless and classic window covering offers a perfectly 
simple aesthetic with its linen texture, striking a balance between 
modernity and subtlety, while its non-blackout light filtering style 
provides a gentle diffusion of light by blocking approximately 
50%, creating a harmonious ambiance in any space.

PLAIN
50% Light Filtering

Light Grey

Pink Blue

Ivory White

What We Have Blind Type Roller Shades



LIGHT GREY



Featuring a triple layer design for maximum sun blockage, 
this window treatment exudes a simple yet sophisticated 
charm, ensuring complete privacy when rolled down, 
making it a perfect addition to any interior seeking both 
style and functionality.

ECLIPSE 8
Room Darkening

Coffee

Silver Grey Acorn

Pure White Graphite

What We Have Blind Type Roller Shades



GRAPHITE



Ecoflex _ Shark

Ecoflex _ White

What We Have Blind Type



Solar shades are window coverings made 
from specially designed fabric that filters 
sunlight, blocks UV rays, and reduces glare 
while maintaining a view to the outside. 
They offer energy efficiency by regulating 
temperature, preventing furniture fading, and 
reducing cooling costs. Advantages like 
these make solar shades a popular choice for 
homes and offices seeking to control sunlight 
without sacrificing the view.

SOLAR
SHADES



1% SOLAR SHADES

White

SharkGrey

Beige

Black

What We Have Blind Type Solar Shades



BLACK



White

SharkGrey

Beige

Black

3% SOLAR SHADES

What We Have Blind Type Solar Shades



BLACK



Ivory

Charcoal

White

Shark

Beige

Black

5% SOLAR SHADES

What We Have Blind Type Solar Shades



WHITE



Silhouette 75 _ Peach

Silhouette 95_Brich

7.5cm

9.5cm

What We Have Blind Type



SILHOUETTE SHADES
Silhouette shades are an elegant window covering 
option that combines the softness of curtains and the 
functionality of blinds.
They feature two layers of sheer fabric with horizontal 
vanes in between, allowing you to adjust the light and 
privacy levels by tilting the vanes or raising the shades, 
providing a sophisticated and versatile solution for
controling light and creating a beautiful ambiance in any 
space.



Brich

Shark

White

Stainless

Silver Grey

Urban Grey

With its precise light control and delicate aesthetic, Silhouette 
75 effortlessly blends modern elegance and timeless appeal, 
enhancing interior spaces with an inviting ambiance, allowing 
the perfect balance of natural daylight, and providing a versatile 
window treatment option suitable for various decor styles.

SILHOUETTE 75
70% Light Filtering

What We Have Blind Type Silhouette Shades



URBAN GREY



Milk

Willow

White

Oak

Brich

Reed

Silhouette 95, with its large vane size, not only complements 
large windows but also creates an elegant ambiance in any room, 
diffusing strong light into a soft, inviting glow that gracefully 
flows throughout the space, offering a stunning combination of 
functionality and aesthetics for interior design.

SILHOUETTE 95
70% Light Filtering

What We Have Blind Type Silhouette Shades



WILLOW



ROLLER SHADE
Blossom _ Grey

ZEBRA BLINDS
Eclips 3 _ Black



SOLAR SHADES
3% _ Grey

SILHOUETTE SHADES
Silhouette 95 _ Reed



647 339 3753

U2-1 STEINWAY BLVD. ETOBICOKE

@MYHOMEBLINDS

INFO@MYHOMEBLINDS.CA

WWW.MYHOMEBLINDS.CA

PRIVACY,
JUST
FOR YOU


